
For eSignature realization bitcoin uses ECDSA key pair.

A 256-bit private key - PrK consisting of . The private key is needed to sign a 
transaction and thus transfer (spend) bitcoins. ;,\.;\/'

A 512-bit public key - PuK computed from the PrK. private key. 
This public key is used to verify the signature on a transaction. 
Inconveniently, the Bitcoin protocol adds a prefix of 04 to the public key. 
The public key is not revealed until a transaction is signed, unlike most systems 
where the public key is made public. 

From <http://www.righto.com/2014/02/bitcoins-hard-way-using-raw-bitcoin.html> 

Signing and verification math.

The elliptic curve E over a finite field Fp, with most popular choice being prime fields GF(p)
where all arithmetic is performed modulo a prime p, is set of all pairs (x, y) ε Fp which fulfill 
E:
                                                  y 2 ≡ x 3 + a.x + b mod p

together with an imaginary point of infinity O , where p > 3 is prime, and a, b ε Fp. 

The bank is entirely eliminated from the blockchai cryptocurrency, 
namely bitcoin. 
This changes the nature of the currency considerably. 
It means that there is no longer any single organization in charge of the 
currency. 
And when you think about the enormous power a central bank has –
control over the money supply.
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together with an imaginary point of infinity O , where p > 3 is prime, and a, b ε Fp. 
The cryptographic signatures used in Bitcoin are ECDSA signatures and use the curve
secp256k1 defined over Fp where p = 2 256 – 2 32 – 977 which has a 256-bit prime order.
This choice deviates from NIST recommended FIPS 186-4 standard 30 in that the curve
coefficients are different from the NIST recommended standard to speed up scalar
multiplication as well as Pollard’s rho algorithm for computing discrete logarithms 31.

Bitcoin users address

The next step is to generate the Bitcoin address that is shared with others. 
Since the 512-bit public key is inconveniently large, it is hashed down to 160 bits 
using the SHA-256 and RIPEMD hash algorithms.[9]

The key is then encoded in ASCII using Bitcoin's custom Base58Check 
encoding.[10] yielding Bitcoin address.
The resulting address, such as 1KKKK6N21XKo48zWKuQKXdvSsCf95ibHFa, is 
the address people publish in order to receive bitcoins. 
Note that you cannot determine the public key or the private key from the address. 
If you lose your private key (for instance by throwing out your hard drive), 
your bitcoins are lost forever. 
Finally, the Wallet Interchange Format key (WIF) is used to add a private key to 
your client wallet software. 
This is simply a Base58Check encoding of the private key into ASCII, which is 
easily reversed to obtain the 256-bit private key.
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Everyone using bitcoincoin keeps a complete record of 
which bitcoins belong to which person. 
You can think of this as a shared public ledger showing 
all bitcoin transactions. 
We’ll call this ledger the block chain, since that’s what 
the complete record will be called in bitcoin, once we 
get to it.

A transaction is the basic operation in the Bitcoin system. 
You might expect that a transaction simply moves some bitcoins from one 
address to another address, but it's more complicated than that. 

To summarize, there are three types of keys: the private key, the public key, and the
Bitcoin address the latter you see published. 
Bitcoin address is the hash of the public key, and they are represented externally in 
ASCII using Base58Check encoding. 
The private key is the important key, since it is required to access the bitcoins and 
the other keys can be generated from it.   

Given ECDSA public-key K, Bitcoin address is generated using the cryptographic hash functions SHA-256 and RIPEMD-160 32: HASH160 = 
RIPEMD-160(SHA-256(K)). Bitcoin address is computed directly from the HASH160 value as illustrated below in Figure 3, where base58 is a binary-to-text 
encoding scheme 33:

                base58 (0x00 ∥ HASH160 ∥ SHA-256(SHA-256(0x00 ∥ HASH160))/2 224⌋)
Figure3. How Bitcoin Address is Computed Using ECDSA Algorithm.

30 http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cavp/documents/dss2/dsa2vs.pdf
31 http://research.microsoft.com/apps/pubs/default.aspx?id=204914
32 http://homes.esat.kuleuven.be/~bosselae/ripemd160.html
33 https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Base58Check_encoding
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address to another address, but it's more complicated than that. 
A Bitcoin transaction moves bitcoins between one or more inputs and outputs. 
Each input is a transaction and address supplying bitcoins. 
Each output is an address receiving bitcoin, along with the amount of bitcoins 
going to that address.

A BTC transaction is a signed section of data broadcast to the network and collected 
into blocks. 
It typically references prior transaction(s) and assigns specific number of bitcoins
from it to one or more Bitcoin addresses. 

if the inputs exceed the value of the outputs, any difference in value may be claimed 
as a transaction fee by the Bitcoin miner who creates the block containing that 
transaction. 
For example, in the illustration above, each transaction spends 10,000 satoshis fewer 
than it receives from its combined inputs, effectively paying a 10,000 satoshi 
transaction fee.

Let’s take a look at the data from an actual transaction transferring 0.31900000 bitcoins. 

What’s shown below is very nearly the raw data. It’s changed in three ways: 

(1) the data has been deserialized; 

(2) line numbers have been added, for ease of reference; and 

(3) I’ve abbreviated various hashes and public keys, just putting in the first six hexadecimal digits of 
each, when in reality they are much longer. Here’s the data: 
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1.  {"hash":"7c4025...",

2.  "ver":1,

3.  "vin_sz":1,

4.  "vout_sz":1,

5.  "lock_time":0,

6.  "size":224,

7.  "in":[

8.    {"prev_out":
                 Hash output from an earlier transaction

9.      {"hash":"2007ae...",

10.      "n":0},
                    Sender's signature    Sender's public key
11.    "scriptSig":"304502...     042b2d..."}],

12. "out":[

13.   {"value":"0.31900000",
                                                                Bitcoin address of the intended recipient

14.    "scriptPubKey":"OP_DUP OP_HASH160 a7db6f OP_EQUALVERIFY 

OP_CHECKSIG"}]}

Line 1 contains the hash of the remainder of the transaction, 7c4025..., expressed in hexadecimal. 

This is used as an identifier for the transaction.

Line 2 tells us that this is a transaction in version 1 of the Bitcoin protocol.

Lines 3 and 4 tell us that the transaction has one input and one output, respectively. I’ll talk below about 
transactions with more inputs and outputs, and why that’s useful. 

Line 5 contains the value for lock_time, which can be used to control when a transaction is finalized. 

For most Bitcoin transactions being carried out today the lock_time is set to 0, which means the 

transaction is finalized immediately.

Line 6 tells us the size (in bytes) of the transaction. Note that it’s not the monetary amount being 
transferred! That comes later.

Lines 7 through 11 define the input to the transaction. In particular, lines 8 through 10 tell us that the 
input is to be taken from the output from an earlier transaction, with the given hash, which is expressed 

in hexadecimal as 2007ae.... The n=0 tells us it’s to be the first output from that transaction; we’ll 

see soon how multiple outputs (and inputs) from a transaction work, so don’t worry too much about this 
for now. Line 11 contains the signature of the person sending the money, 304502..., followed by a 

space, and then the corresponding public key, 04b2d.... 

Again, these are both in hexadecimal.

One thing to note about the input is that there’s nothing explicitly specifying how many bitcoins from 
the previous transaction should be spent in this transaction. In fact, all the bitcoins from the n=0-th 

output of the previous transaction are spent. So, for example, if the n=0-th output of the earlier 

transaction was 2 bitcoins, then 2 bitcoins will be spent in this transaction. This seems like an 
inconvenient restriction – like trying to buy bread with a 20 dollar note, and not being able to break the 
note down. The solution, of course, is to have a mechanism for providing change. This can be done 
using transactions with multiple inputs and outputs, which we’ll discuss in the next section.

Lines 12 through 14 define the output from the transaction. In particular, line 13 tells us the value of the 
output, 0.319 bitcoins. Line 14 is somewhat complicated. The main thing to note is that the string 
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The person who is going to pay you then generates a transaction.

output, 0.319 bitcoins. Line 14 is somewhat complicated. The main thing to note is that the string 
a7db6f... is the Bitcoin address of the intended recipient of the funds (written in hexadecimal). In 

fact, Line 14 is actually an expression in Bitcoin’s scripting language. I’m not going to describe that 
language in detail in this post, the important thing to take away now is just that a7db6f... is the 

Bitcoin address.

You can now see, by the way, how Bitcoin addresses the question I swept under the rug in the last 
section: where do Bitcoin serial numbers come from? In fact, the role of the serial number is played by 
transaction hashes. In the transaction above, for example, the recipient is receiving 0.319 Bitcoins, 
which come out of the first output of an earlier transaction with hash 2007ae... (line 9). If you go 

and look in the block chain for that transaction, you’d see that its output comes from a still earlier 
transaction. And so on.

There are two clever things about using transaction hashes instead of serial numbers. First, in Bitcoin 
there’s not really any separate, persistent “coins” at all, just a long series of transactions in the block 
chain. It’s a clever idea to realize that you don’t need persistent coins, and can just get by with a ledger 
of transactions. Second, by operating in this way we remove the need for any central authority issuing 
serial numbers. Instead, the serial numbers can be self-generated, merely by hashing the transaction.

In fact, it’s possible to keep following the chain of transactions further back in history. Ultimately, this 
process must terminate. This can happen in one of two ways. 

The first possibilitty is that you’ll arrive at the very first Bitcoin transaction, contained in the so-called 
Genesis block. This is a special transaction, having no inputs, but a 50 Bitcoin output. In other words, 
this transaction establishes an initial money supply. You can read about the Genesis block here  

A genesis block is the first block of a block chain. Modern versions of Bitcoin number it as block 0, though very early versions counted it as block 1. The genesis block is almost always hardcoded into the 
software of the applications that utilize its block chain. It is a special case in that it does not reference a previous block, and for Bitcoin and almost all of its derivatives, it produces an unspendable subsidy. 

From <https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Genesis_block> 

The second possibility when you follow a chain of transactions back in time is that eventually you’ll 
arrive at a so-called coinbase transaction. With the exception of the Genesis block, every block of 
transactions in the block chain starts with a special coinbase transaction. This is the transaction 
rewarding the miner who validated that block of transactions. It uses a similar but not identical format to 
the transaction above. I won’t go through the format in detail, but if you want to see an example, see 
here. 

You can read a little more about coinbase transactions here.

Something I haven’t been precise about above is what exactly is being signed by the digital signature in 
line 11. The obvious thing to do is for the payer to sign the whole transaction (apart from the transaction 
hash, which, of course, must be generated later). Currently, this is not what is done – some pieces of the 
transaction are omitted. This makes some pieces of the transaction malleable, i.e., they can be changed 
later. However, this malleability does not include the amounts being paid out, senders and recipients, 
which can’t be changed later. I must admit I haven’t dug down into the details here. I gather that this 
malleability is under discussion in the Bitcoin developer community, and there are efforts afoot to 
reduce or eliminate this malleability.

Transactions are recorded in the network in form of files called blocks. 
Structures of the blockheader and block are shown below.

Transactions with multiple inputs and outputs
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Transactions with multiple inputs and outputs

In the last section I described how a transaction with a single input and a single output works. 
In practice, it’s often extremely convenient to create Bitcoin transactions with multiple inputs or multiple 
outputs. 
I’ll talk below about why this can be useful. But first let’s take a look at the data from an actual transaction:

1. {"hash":"993830...",       //hash of the remainder of the transaction

                                                                        // this h-value is included in Merkle tree
2. "ver":1,

3. "vin_sz":3,                //three inputs

4.  "vout_sz":2,              //three outputs

5.  "lock_time":0,            //transaction is finalized immediately

6.  "size":552,               //size in bytes

7.  "in":[                    //list of inputs

                              //Each corresponds to an output from a previous 

transaction

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000   zyma 0
                                                                  //lines 8 through 10 tell us that the input is to be taken from 
                           // hash 3beabc... of the pevious trans.                                                                                             
8.    {"prev_out":{                  

9.      "hash":"3beabc...",

10.        "n":0},

                              //Line 11 contains the signature, followed by a space, and
                                                                        //then the public key of the person sending the bitcoins.
                                                //signature         public key
11.     "scriptSig":"304402... 04c7d2..."},

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111   zyma 1

12.    {"prev_out":{

13.        "hash":"fdae9b...",

14.        "n":1},

15.      "scriptSig":"304502... 026e15..."},

22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222  zyma 2

16.    {"prev_out":{

17.        "hash":"20c86b...",

18.        "n":2},

19.      "scriptSig":"304402... 038a52..."}],

                         //define a list containing the two outputs from the transaction
20.  "out":[

21.    {"value":"0.01068000", 

                        //value of the first output is 0.0106 BTC
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                        //line 22 is an expression in Bitcoin’s scripting language. 

                                                         //The main thing to take away here is that the string e8c30622…

                        //is the Bitcoin address of the intended recipient of the funds
22.      "scriptPubKey":"OP_DUP OP_HASH160 e8c30622...                          

OP_EQUALVERIFY OP_CHECKSIG"},

23.    {"value":"4.00000000", 

                         //value of the second output is 4.0000 BTC

24.      "scriptPubKey":"OP_DUP OP_HASH160 d644e3... 

OP_EQUALVERIFY OP_CHECKSIG"}]}

It’s very similar to the single-input-single-output transaction, so I’ll do this pretty quickly.
Line 1 contains the hash of the remainder of the transaction. This is used as an identifier for the 
transaction.
Line 2 tells us that this is a transaction in version 1 of the Bitcoin protocol.
Lines 3-4 tell us that the transaction has three inputs and two outputs, respectively.
Line 5 contains the lock_time. As in the single-input-single-output case this is set to 0, which 

means the transaction is finalized immediately.
Line 6 tells us the size of the transaction in bytes.
Lines 7-19 define a list of the inputs to the transaction. Each corresponds to an output from a previous 
Bitcoin transaction.
The first input is defined in lines 8 through 11. 
In particular, lines 8 through 10 tell us that the input is to be taken from the n=0th output from the 

transaction with hash 3beabc.... Line 11 contains the signature, followed by a space, and then 

the public key of the person sending the bitcoins.
Lines 12-15 define the second input, with a similar format to lines 8 through 11. And lines 16 through 
19 define the third input.
Lines 20-24 define a list containing the two outputs from the transaction.
The first output is defined in lines 21 and 22. Line 21 tells us the value of the output, 0.01068000 
bitcoins. As before, line 22 is an expression in Bitcoin’s scripting language. The main thing to take 
away here is that the string e8c30622... is the Bitcoin address of the intended recipient of the 

funds.
The second output is defined lines 23 and 24, with a similar format to the first output.

One apparent oddity in this description is that although each output has a Bitcoin value associated to 
it, the inputs do not. Of course, the values of the respective inputs can be found by consulting the 
corresponding outputs in earlier transactions. 

In a standard Bitcoin transaction, the sum of all the inputs in the transaction must be at least as much 
as the sum of all the outputs. 
(The only exception to this principle is the Genesis block, and in coinbase transactions, 
both of which add to the overall Bitcoin supply.) 
If the inputs sum up to more than the outputs, then the excess is used as a transaction fee. 
This is paid to whichever miner successfully validates the block which the current transaction is a part 
of.

Why the Bitcoin address is a hash, and not just the public key?

You can now see, by the way, how Bitcoin addresses the question: where do Bitcoin serial numbers 
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One nice application of multiple-input-multiple-output transactions is the idea of change. 
Suppose, for example, that I want to send you 0.15 bitcoins. 
I can do so by spending money from a previous transaction in which I received 0.2 bitcoins. 
Of course, I don’t want to send you the entire 0.2 bitcoins. 
The solution is to send you 0.15 bitcoins, and to send 0.05 bitcoins to a Bitcoin address which I own. 
Those 0.05 bitcoins are the change. 
Of course, it differs a little from the change you might receive in a store, since change in this case 
is what you pay yourself. 
But the broad idea is similar.

You can now see, by the way, how Bitcoin addresses the question: where do Bitcoin serial numbers 
come from? 
In fact, the role of the serial number is played by transaction hashes. 
In the transaction above, for example, the recipient is receiving 0.319 Bitcoins, which come out of the 
first output of an earlier transaction with hash 2007ae... (line 9). 

                 Hash output from an earlier transaction
9.      {"hash":"2007ae...",

If you go and look in the block chain for that transaction, you’d see that its output comes from a still 
earlier transaction, and so on.
There are two clever things about using transaction hashes instead of serial numbers. First, in Bitcoin 
there’s not really any separate, persistent “coins” at all, just a long series of transactions in the block 
chain. It’s a clever idea to realize that you don’t need persistent coins, and can just get by with a ledger 
of transactions. 
Second, by operating in this way we remove the need for any central authority issuing serial numbers. 
Instead, the serial numbers can be self-generated, merely by hashing the transaction.

The raw transaction data may look something like this:

01000000017a06ea98cd40ba2e3288262b28638cec5337c1456aaf5eedc8e9e5a20f062bdf000000
008a473044022030e2d23be71a907a3ad7de846b3bbe8886c4a839e1aa2cf0d314b1d327f12d2a0
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To use Bitcoin in practice, you first install a wallet program on your computer. 

To give you a sense of what that means, here’s a screenshot of a wallet called Multbit. 

You can see the Bitcoin balance on the left — 0.06555555 Bitcoins, or about 70 dollars at the 
exchange rate on the day I took this screenshot — and on the right two recent transactions, 
which deposited those 0.06555555 Bitcoins:

Suppose you’re a merchant who has set up an online store, and you’ve decided to allow 
people to pay using Bitcoin. What you do is tell your wallet program to generate a Bitcoin 
address. In response, it will generate a public / private key pair, and then hash the public key 
to form your Bitcoin address:

008a473044022030e2d23be71a907a3ad7de846b3bbe8886c4a839e1aa2cf0d314b1d327f12d2a0
22039718fc3886a171e4ec2b138e6547b03dd326ef7f12295d06e351e7c02010068014104e0ba53
1dc5d2ad13e2178196ade1a23989088cfbeddc7886528412087f4bff2ebc19ce739f25a63056b602
6a269987fcf5383131440501b583bab70a7254b09effffffff01b02e052a010000001976a9142dbde3
0815faee5bf221d6688ebad7e12f7b2b1a88ac00000000

Once hashed it will look like this:

2d94683fa2f8aaae4a6f377d93b875f680adf96b9c3e9577554b742f412fa9ad

From <https://chrispacia.wordpress.com/2013/09/02/bitcoin-mining-explained-like-youre-five-part-2-mechanics/> 
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You then send your Bitcoin address to the person who wants to buy from you. 

You could do this in email, or even put the address up publicly on a webpage. 

This is safe, since the address is merely a hash of your public key, which can safely be 
known by the world anyway. 

The person who is going to pay you then generates a transaction.
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